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Autumn Leaf 

an original design in colored pencils by Marian Jackson, MDA 

1353 Rose Creek Court, Lebanon, OH 45036  |  513-217-4653 

website: http://marianjackson.com – email: contact@marianjackson.com 

An online video course for beginners. 

If you have never painted with Colored Pencils before, please review the Basics videos. 

1. Tracing the design from a photograph 

2. Transferring the design to the surface 

3. Selecting the colors to use in your painting 

4. Protecting the line drawing while you paint 

5. The application of color 

6. Removing wax build up if you get too much 

7. Understanding the color map 

8. Gamsol – how to dissolve the wax using OMS (Odorless Mineral Spirits) 

Please have your color map and these instructions printed out so that you can review them as you paint. 

Use the Black Factis Eraser to soften any heavy tracing lines. Do it as you go along on the section you are painting. 

Sharpen your pencil OFTEN. 

Watch the videos one by one as you paint so that it’s not overwhelming. One step at a time. 

Supplies – Prismacolor Wax  Pencils 

Burnt Ochre Pale Vermillion 

Cool Grey 90% Peach Beige 

Crimson Red Poppy Red 

Dark Umber Tuscan Red 

Ginger Root Yellow Ochre 

Indigo Blue Verithin Cool Grey 70% 

 

****Please trust the names of colors on your pencils. Monitors and printers alter the actual colors and sometimes, tints 

just totally disappear.  If I say use Crimson Red, but it looks like Poppy Red on your image, it is the printer or monitor 

that is at fault. Trust the name of the pencil and use that.  Accuracy in reproductions is simply not possible. 

Paper: Black Stonehenge, un-textured smooth side. I cut mine 11 x 14 specifically to fit in an 11 x 14 mat but a smaller 

size paper would also work. The line drawing may also be enlarged or reduced.  

Stonehenge paper marks quite easily, so I suggest you use a ‘mask’. There is a 1m.29 sec. video on this on my website 

showing how to set this up.  http://marianjackson.com/ 

It was a delight to use bright, vivid colors and to have the black of the paper control the values and intensities. 

****Videos use up a LOT of memory on a computer or mobile device. If you get an error message, the screen on your 

iPad turns black or the video stops and starts, restart your tablet or other device by turning it completely off.  If on your 

computer, empty your cache. Google for your particular browser if you don’t know how to do this.  

http://marianjackson.com/
mailto:contact@marianjackson.com
http://marianjackson.com/
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Miscellaneous Supplies: 

Factis Black Eraser 

White Graphite Transfer paper (Royal Langnickel or Loew Cornell) – NOT SARAL – 

Stylus with a very fine point or a Verithin Pencil in Red or similar contrasting color to transfer design. 

Large sheet of parchment, or tracing paper (to cover paper while painting- the Black marks very easily.   

…Scotch tape sheets together if you only have small sheets.) 

#6 Scharff Moon Scrubber or stiff bristled brush –Moon Scrubber can be ordered from janellejohnson.com  

Soft clean brush to remove wax particles from paper 

VALUE – INTENSITY – TEMPERATURE 
 

The attributes above create interest.  Strong value changes are dramatic. Do not be afraid of dark darks, and light lights. 

This design has a left hand light source which is quite strong and casts 

strong shadows. 

Please view Part 1 of the online video. 

Paint the flip with Burnt Ochre.  

Highlight with Ginger Root The highlight is slightly wider at the top 

than at the bottom so be sure to narrow as you paint down the roll. 

Blend with Burnt Ochre.  

Strengthen highlight with Ginger Root.  

Paint the cast shadow with Tuscan Red,   

Paint the light area to the right of it with Ginger Root and surround 

this with Poppy Red 

Paint next to this with Crimson Red 

Establish veins with Ginger Root  Continue to fill in with Crimson Red 

Using the Blend-as-you-go Method, layer Pale Vermillion over the light area blending it into the Poppy Red. 

Paint lower left area, under the shadow, with Pale Vermillion 

Using a linear stroke, apply Yellow Ochre where the leaf joins the stem, and blend with Poppy Red where it meets the 

Crimson Red. 

Add flips with Ginger Root. Do not outline, keep the size and shapes random. 

Underline with Tuscan Red and blend out with Crimson Red here and there so it’s not a solid line. 

Highlight the Pale Vermillion with Ginger Root. (Notice that Ginger Root over Pale Vermillion is different than Pale 

Vermillion over Ginger Root.) 

Soften some flips with Crimson Red on the right side of a curve. 

Continue blocking in with Crimson Red, giving 2 coats to cover. 

Re-establish veins with Ginger Root and add a light area to the right of the vein. Blend slightly. 

Add the Tuscan Red  V shape, then surround with Crimson Red  and blend. 

Soften the large cast shadow edges with Poppy Red. This is just a softening of the edges, not a gradated blend. 

Add some reds in the shadows, using Poppy Red, then Crimson Red, and blend the edges with Tuscan Red. 

****Sadly a tiny portion of the video is missing. Please view Part 1a next.  Also download the PDF covering 1a. ****Sadly a tiny portion of the video is missing. Please view Part 1a next.  Also download the PDF covering 1a 
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Please view Part 2 of the online Video 

Sketch veins with Ginger Root Continue blocking in with 

Crimson Red using your color map as a guide. Please feel free 

to paint in your own way.  It’s ok if your leaf is different from 

mine. 

Add the Yellow Ochre areas. Paint the little flip with Burnt 

Ochre , highlight with Ginger Root , and blend where they 

meet with Burnt Ochre.  Strengthen light with Ginger Root if 

needed. Shade with Dark Umber along the back edge. Use 2 

layers if needed to get the dark dark enough. 

Add a touch of Tuscan Red to the flip, then to parts of the leaf. 

 

 

Please view Part 3 of the online Video 

Establish veins with Ginger Root . Soften with Crimson Red 

With Pale Vermillion  blend the light area of Ginger Root into the Crimson Red, overlaying the Ginger Root also. 

Add Pale Vermillion to the upper areas of the leaf.  Continue blocking in, using 2 coats to cover if necessary. 

Place an area of Crimson Red first (I used CG90% first on the video but I believe it will be easier for you to use CR first.) 

Shade this with Cool Grey 90%. Blend out with Crimson Red 

in a small area or two, and then continue down this section 

with Poppy Red, blend where it meets the Pale Vermillion 

and Crimson Red. 

Over the light Ginger Root area, Add some Yellow Ochre and 

blend out into the red. Strengthen other Yellow Ochre areas 

if needed.  Highlight a small area of this light section with 

Ginger Root.  Blend using Pale Vermillion on the outside 

edges.   

Create a cast shadow under the small flip with Tuscan Red. 

Shade the left side of veins with Tuscan Red, and then blend 

and soften the side away from the center vein. 

Using a light touch, polish and blend with Crimson Red 
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Please view Part 4 of the online video 

Continue filling in with Poppy Red.  

Establish veins with Ginger Root 

and then soften with Poppy Red. 

Add more Yellow Ochre if needed 

and blend out the edges. Reinforce 

other Yellow Ochre areas if needed. 

Using Crimson Red fill in remaining 

area but not the flip.  Establish 

veins with Peach Beige which is 

slightly cooler that Ginger Root. 

Shade veins with Tuscan Red. 

Add a light area to the right of the 

Tuscan Red with Peach Beige and 

blend out the side away from the 

center vein. Soften with Crimson 

Red. Do not do it the way it is on 

the photo above. Veins are recessed not raised. I erred above. 

Add edge flips in a random fashion with Peach Beige. Shade with Tuscan Red. Blend with Crimson Red so the flips are 

not underlined. 

****NOTE: on the video and on the photo above, in this section I shaded some veins on the right of the vein. I should 

have shaded on the left, and the highlight on the right to recess it. 

Please view Part 5 of the online video 

Top Flip: Add the light edges in a random manner with Peach Beige. Do not 

outline.  Create the veins with Peach Beige. Paint the entire flip with Burnt 

Ochre. Shade with Dark Umber. If this value is not dark enough, add a layer of 

Tuscan Red then Cool Grey 90% then Tuscan Red again. Reinforce veins with 

Peach Beige and then blend out with Burnt Ochre.  Add darker shading with 

Dark Umber using a circular motion and a light touch. Highlight with Peach 

Beige 

***NOTE: When using the Cool Grey 90%, move your hand back on the shaft of 

the pencil and lay the pencil down more to achieve a lighter touch. 

 

 

 

 

 

****NOTE: on the video and on the photo above, in this section I shaded some veins on the right of the vein. I should 

have shaded on the left, and the highlight on the right to recess it. 
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Please view Part 6 of the online video 

 

Bottom Flip: Add the veins with Peach Beige.  Paint the flip with Burnt Ochre then shade with Dark Umber on the 

bottom where it touches the tabletop. Blend with Burnt Ochre. Highlight with Peach Beige, and then blend with Burnt 

Ochre. Add edge flips in random size and shapes, and soften with Burnt Ochre. 

Create side veins and shade on both sides with Dark Umber.   

Go over the shading at the bottom of the flip with Tuscan Red then Dark Umber.  Use Cool Grey 90% here and there to 

deepen but don’t go over all. It is not as dark as the flip on the right. Go over the Cool Grey 90% with Dark Umber to 

change the temperature back to warm. 

Please view Part 7 of the online video 

 

Stem: Using Yellow Ochre establish the yellow rounded part where it attached to the leaf, and then highlight with 

Ginger Root. Paint the stem with Crimson Red then highlight with Ginger Root. Blend with Crimson Red. Shade with 

Tuscan Red. Strengthen shading with Cool Grey 90%, and blend it out with Crimson Red. 

Please view Part 8 of the online video 

Cast Shadows: Erase transfer lines until barely visible. 

Fill in shadows with Indigo Blue then Cool Grey90%. This is not a 

heavy layer but should cover the paper. Strengthen next to leaf 

with Indigo Blue. Be sure to cover any dotted lines. Erase again 

and reapply color if necessary. Add a touch of Crimson Red  

within the shadow.  Scrub shadows with a #6 Moon Scrubber. 

Keep the edge clean, do not blur them.  The Moon Scrubber can 

be purchased from janellejohnson.com 
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Please view Part 9 of the online video 
Foreground: Using Verithin Cool Grey 70% and a horizontal linear stroke, paint the tabletop. At the outer edges, where 

you want it to fade out, hold the pencil way back on the shaft and use a very light touch. 

(I often add place marks for the mat I intent to use and paint down to, or slightly beyond the edge of the mat.) 

Vary the value by adding more coats where you want it to be lighter and to draw the eye. Using the Moon Scrubber, 

scrub out each layer until smooth. Use a linear scrubbing motion on the tabletop and a circular motion at the edges 

where you want to fade them out. See the video for a close up of this. 

The second part is a speed video but the technique is the same. 

Please view Part 10 of the online video 
Evaluate your painting:  

 Are there any areas that are of similar size and shape to each other? Change one by making it larger or smaller, 

or add any other color. 

 Are the small edge flips of different size, shape and color? Have they been shaded enough? 

 Are the veins on the top recessed and not raised? Correct if necessary. (I had to correct some.) 

 Do you have nice clean edges?  If not, correct with a sharp point on your pencil. 

 Is the foreground light enough to pop out the shadows? Do not be afraid to add multiple layers 

Spraying with Fixative Opinion is divided on both whether to spray, and what to spray with.  Spraying does solve 

the wax bloom problem but be sure to very lightly wipe before spraying.  Also, some sprays alter both paper color and 

pencil colors so be sure to test first. I test on my color samples page by covering half of it with a piece of white paper, so 

that I can see any difference. I couldn’t film this for you as it was 8 degrees with snow on the ground and spraying should 

always be done outside, while wearing a mask, but the spray should be the same temperature as the environment. I 

leave the spray outside for a bit to equalize. Test, test, test. Currently, with the Stonehenge paper, I am using 

Prismacolor Fixative.  

Framing your Painting Paper should be framed under glass.  Preferably Museum glass but it is expensive. If you 

use a mat, that is enough to keep the paper from actually touching the glass. Sometimes, on black paper, a straight cut 

mat looks better than an angled cut that shows a white edge. Alternatively a  mat board with a black core works well 

also. If you float the paper, spacers need to be used to keep the glass off the paper. 

If you have any questions, please email me at contact@marianjackson.com. Feel free to send me a scan or photograph 

of your painting.  Please do not post this, or any questions pertaining to this, to the Colored Pencils Club page as this is 

an independent project from me personally. If you would like to see more colored pencil projects, please consider 

joining the Colored Pencils Club from the link on my website – marianjackson.com 

Copyright information 

You may paint from this packet for your personal pleasure or profit. You may not mass produce this design for sale. You may not 

teach this project as it is an online class. You may not rewrite the instructions in your own words. All other mechanical or 

electronic reproduction is expressly forbidden. Photographs and/or color worksheets, color illustrations, etc., may not be 

reproduced electronically or photo mechanically under any circumstances. I also respectfully request that these printed 

instructions NOT be entered in to chapter or organization libraries to be loaned out to Members. 

mailto:contact@marianjackson.com
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On the photograph above, the camera has picked up the shine on the wax on the shadow under the stem. It is actually 

darker at the point where the stem touches the table. 

NOTES:  The paper you use will make a slight difference. Adjust your layers accordingly. 
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